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Upcoming in Summer 2017

DEBARATI SANYAL
Calais’s “Jungle”: Refugees, Biopolitics, and the Arts of Resistance

YOON SUN LEE
Bad Plots and Objectivity in Maria Edgeworth

DAHLIA PORTER
Specimen Poetics: Botany, Reanimation, and the Romantic Collection

CARMINE GRIMALDI
Televising Psyche: Therapy, Play, and the Seduction of Video

JUSTIN STEINBERG
Mimesis on Trial: Legal and Literary Verisimilitude in Boccaccio’s Decameron
Contributors to this issue:

ADRIA L. IMADA is Associate Professor in the Department of History at the University of California, Irvine, and author of the award-winning *Aloha America: Hula Circuits Through the U.S. Empire* (Duke University Press, 2012). She is currently writing a book about the visual culture of leprosy and kinship.

CHRISTOPH HOFFMANN is Professor of Science Studies at the University of Lucerne. His current research focuses on experiments in animal communication and data work in the sciences.

JOHN GUILLORY is Professor of English at New York University. His current work includes a book on the figure of philosophy in Renaissance writing and a study of close reading as “cultural technique.”

ANNE E. LINTON is Assistant Professor of Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century French at San Francisco State University. Her research interests span a wide range of interdisciplinary topics in nineteenth-century cultural studies, including science, medicine, and gender studies. She is currently putting the finishing touches on a book manuscript titled *Prescribed Fictions: Representations of Hermaphrodisim in Nineteenth-Century Literature and Medicine.*

ALEX ERIC HERNANDEZ is Assistant Professor of English at the University of Toronto, where he works on Restoration and eighteenth-century literature and culture. This essay is part of his book in progress titled *Modernity and Affliction: The Making of British Bourgeois Tragedy.*